Coexistence of three beta-adrenoceptor subtypes in white fat cells of various mammalian species.
The nature of the beta-adrenoceptors (beta-ARs) of the white fat cells of five mammalian species (rat, hamster, rabbit, dog and humans) was reassessed. The coexistence of at least three beta-ARs on the fat cell (except human) was demonstrated. Comparative binding and lipolysis studies were performed, using recently synthesized compounds selective for the atypical beta-AR of the rat brown fat cell and of the rat colon. beta 1- and beta 2-ARs have previously been identified in all the mammalian white fat cells using [125I]cyanopindolol ([125]CYP) or [3H]dihydroalprenolol. In addition to these receptors, we now demonstrated the existence of a third beta-AR directly involved in adrenergic-mediated lipolysis, and identified it in the white fat cells of the most commonly studied animal species, except humans. This receptor is not detected by the classically used beta-antagonist radioligands, explaining the discrepancies in reports on the nature of the beta-ARs of the adipose tissue. Pharmacological delineation of the third type of beta-AR-induced lipolysis showed this receptor to be rather similar to the previously proposed atypical beta-AR of brown and white rat fat cells. Its pharmacological properties were clarified, using new selective full agonists and partial agonists also acting as non-selective beta 1/beta 2-antagonists. The limits of [125]CYP as a radioligand were reported and the usefulness of BRL 37344, (+/-)-CGP 12177 and phenylethanolaminotralines derivatives (having an atypical beta-activity on intestinal motility) as major tools usable for atypical beta-AR activation was demonstrated. Moreover, confirming our previous results about the nature of the beta-ARs (beta 1- and beta 2-ARs) located in the fat cells of women (Mauriège et al., J. Lipid Res., 1987, 17, 156), no atypical beta-AR-mediated lipolysis was identified in abdominal adipose tissue from healthy women. The possible differences and similarities between this receptor and the recently cloned beta 3-AR are discussed.